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SUSNAP

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

The Society has been around for 5 years now
and in that time we have had some difficulty in
conducting basic Society business because of
restrictive by-laws (I only have myself to blame
as I helped to write the original by-laws.), we
have decided that a revision of the by-laws was
in order.  The by-laws had certain restrictions on
mailing ballots and enacting by-laws changes
that were making it difficult to get society busi-
ness done.  Attached to this journal you will find
the newly revised by-laws.  Please read them
and cast a vote.  I have highlighted the changed
sections with red text and have provided more
detailed explanations below.  I have decided to
submit all of the changes at once for an up or
down vote rather than each one individually
because these changes were discussed at the
last general membership meeting (FAILSAFE
2005).  The proposed changes were well re-
ceived during the meeting.  The changes are
summarized below:

Article III. 5. d. Added a newsletter only mem-
bership.
Article IV. 1. Eliminated President Elect and
reduced the number of at large members from 5
to 2 (reflected throughout the document)(we
never got enough interested parties to fill these
anyway).  Instead of electing a President Elect
who automatically rolls up to President the next
year, we now just roll up the Vice President.
Article IV. 1. b. states that the Vice President
automatically rolls up to President.  We com-
bined the former Secretary and Treasurer
positions.  That job is now the Secretary/Trea-
surer position. (reflected throughout the docu-
ment)
Article IV.1.a. (and various locations throughout
the document):  Added e-mail as a means of
communicating Society business.
Article VIII. 2. Added “if available” after the
requirement to have at least 2 but no more than
3 nominees for each office (sometimes we only
have 1 willing participant).

Article VIII. 2. c. 1.  Eliminated the requirement
to have ballots mailed 90 days prior to the
annual membership meeting.  We have had
trouble making that requirement for the last 2
years.  The ballots will be e-mailed to all mem-
bers so that those who are not in attendance
can vote, as well as distributed at the annual
meeting for those who did not vote via e-mail.  A
time line for turning in ballots will be indicated on
the ballot itself.
Article IX. 1. Added the statement, “Back dues
to cover gaps in membership will not be re-
quired.  So if you let your membership lapse for
a couple of years and decide to join again, you
do not have to pay 3 years worth of dues.
Article XII.2. Eliminated the 90 day waiting
period for changed amendments to take effect.
That way, we can vote on a by-laws change and
enact it immediately.  This 90 day waiting period
really hurt us last year as we were trying to
change the election process in time to have an
election at the annual meeting but were unable
to do so in time.  The 90 day waiting period is
overly restrictive.  Without it, we can vote on by-
laws changes and enact them in a timely man-
ner.

Please send either a Yes or No vote to me
(mcprevost@nomi.med.navy.mil) and copy LT
Biles (abiles@nhcp.med.navy.mil) by 31 Oct
2005.  We will individually tally the votes and will
announce the results via e-mail and in the next
newsletter.  This article, as well as the amended
by-laws will be sent to all members via e-mail as
well.  A copy of the current by-laws can be
obtained by e-mail at
mcprevost@nomi.med.navy.mil.

LCDR Mike “Chow” Prevost
NSTI, Director of Safety and Standardization

DSN: 922-2718
mcprevost@nomi.med.navy.mil
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HMX-1 Update
by

LCDR(s) Al Bransdorfer

JB2GU
CB Glove

     The Human Factors and Aircrews Systems
Branch at HMX-1 have continued to be at the
forefront of aviation Chem/Bio (CB) develop-
ment and testing.  A major impetus for program
involvement by HMX-1 in these programs was
that of LCDR Lee Anne Vitatoe, now assigned to
NAVAIR ALSS Fleet Support Team Lead.  Cur-
rently there are six separate joint service pro-
grams that are either in the development phase
or beginning testing in operational units for initial
operational test and evaluation (IOT&E).
     In the CB realm three individual joint pro-
grams are going to operational testing at this
writing.  Those programs are the Joint Protec-
tive Aircrew Ensemble (JPACE), Joint Block 2
Glove Upgrade (JB2GU), and the Integrated
Footwear Solution (IFS).  These programs are
intended to replace the current legacy CB
systems.  Currently all facets for CB protection
for aircrew are being upgraded.
     The largest of the programs going to test is
the Joint Protective Aircrew Ensemble
(JPACE).  JPACE is a single garment chemical
protective flight coverall that will provide joint
services with a below the neck protection
against CB agents.  Currently the suit is being
operationally tested in Norfolk and will be tested
with MAG-39 and VX-9 in the next two months.

     In addition to the new aviation specific cover-
all (JPACE), the upgraded CB glove (JB2GU)
and sock (IFS) are proposed to improve on the
current design of legacy CB systems.  For those
with limited experience with the legacy CB sock
it is a rectangular plastic bag.  In other words an
aviator places a “baggie” over their foot before
donning their flight boot.  IFS’s design is similar
to a Gore-Tex bootie you would find in hunting or
camping catalogs.  Most aircrew noted signifi-
cant increases in comfort over the previous CB
“sock”.

     Challenges still exist for the new CB glove.
As most would attest anyone flying with a glove
experiences reductions in dexterity and tactility.
Imagine donning a plastic bag over your hand
and then placing your flight glove on.  One could
compare the combination to plastic coated
sausage links.  However, the system is designed
to protect the aircrew member from CB agents
as well as be fire retardant.   Most glove systems
will face challenges in operational testing.
     Rounding out the CB system testing con-
ducted by HMX-1 is the Joint Service Aircrew
Mask (JSAM).  Most are familiar with the current
A/P-22P and it’s rubber hood.  JSAM utilizes a
laminated fabric hood with a removable face-
plate.  The system will enable the wearer to fly
with the hood on and the faceplate not con-
nected.  When the MOPP condition heightens,
the wearer would be able to connect the face-
plate while in flight without removing the helmet.
Additionally JSAM will integrate spectacles
directly into the mask to eliminate eyeglass
temples or a strap system thereby reducing
potential hot spots.
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HMC Furrow
wearing
JALEPV

     Interested candidates must complete an in
house security questionnaire in addition to an
extensive background check to be considered.
If you know of anyone that may be interested
please contact either LCDR(s) Bransdorfer or
HMC Furrow.

     Each of the CB systems currently being
tested will be a step forward in increasing the
capabilities of the war-fighter in a CBR-contami-
nated environment.  Depending upon the sched-
ules, the goal of each of the program offices is
to field the systems to the services as soon as
possible.

     Another test program HMX-1 is involved with
is the Aircrew Wireless Intercom System
(AWICS).  This program is working towards
replacing the 70’ ICS cord currently fielded in
helicopters and specific fixed wing aircraft.  The
long ICS cords present a trip and entanglement
hazard to aircrew.  The cord has been cited as a
probable causal factor in several mishaps.
AWICS is undergoing developmental testing
(DT) at PAX River.  HMX-1 is slated to begin
collecting reliability and maintainability (RAM)
data in the CH-46/E and CH-53/E during the next
FY.

Most familiar to those in the Physiologist com-
munity is HMX-1’s role of supporting the White
House by transporting the President and also
being involved in operational T & E.  The squad-
ron is multi-faceted as it is tasked by the White
House Military Organization, Commandant of the
Marine Corps, Commander Operational Test
and Evaluation Force and also supports other
FRAG requests.  Currently the squadron is
looking for a qualified 8409 to replace HMC
Furrow upon his departure in approximately a
year.  The 8409 at HMX-1 will work in the Opera-
tional Test & Evaluation (OT&E) section at the
squadron.  Along with the HMX-1 Physiologist,
the 8409 will work as an Operational Test Direc-
tor (OTD) on Human Factors/Crew Systems
test projects.  The 8409 will be involved in all
aspects testing and development of new flight
equipment.  They will be involved from the
earliest requirements meetings, through the
development of test strategies and test plans, all
the way through managing and or conducting
the tests in the field. Essentially all the work that
occurs before fleet introduction and FAILSAFE
efforts occurs. The job entails a great deal of
TAD travel (HMC has averaged over 90 days per
year), and they will work in a challenging “Joint”
environment on many of the programs.  The
program is searching for a qualified HMC or a
strong, experienced HM1.  The billet is coded as
Presidential Service Support therefore it requires
the individual to be capable of obtaining a Top
Secret “Yankee White” clearance.

     Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E)
projects recently completed at HMX-1 include
the Multi-Climate Protection System (MCPS)
and the Joint Aircrew Laser Eye Protective Visor
(JALEPV).  The MCPS cold weather system will
undoubtedly be an outstanding asset for the
war-fighter as it is fielded to the Fleet.  JALEPV

is moving towards further operational testing as
a 7-band laser protective visor to replace the
single and double band visors and spectacles
presently in use in the Fleet.

LCDR(s) Al Bransdorfer
HMX-1 AMSO

DSN: 278-2583
alfred.bransdorfer@usmc.mil

Article edited by LT Corey Littel
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Whole-body Vibration and Repeated Impact
as Risk Factor in Systems Design, Acquisi-

tion and Operation

LT Kristin L. Harrer*,
Nancy Estrada*

* Naval Medical Center, San Diego, California

LCDR David Ellenbecker
INSURV, Virgina

Ron Peterson, Ph.D.
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Panama City,

Florida

Dale Bass
University of Virginia Center for Applied

Biomechanics, Charlottesville, VA

LCDR Debra Yniguez
Command Helo Sea Combat Wing Pacific,

San Diego, CA

CDR Maria Majar
Command Naval Air Pacific, San Diego, CA

Mark Geiger, M.S, CIH, CSP
Chief of Naval Operations, Safety Liaison Office,

Arlington, VA

Keywords:  whole body vibration, helicopter,
ergonomics, accelerometers

Abstract

Aircrew vibration exposures that were evaluated
on H-60S rotary wing aircraft exceeded
recommended criteria for extended flight and have
been associated with impaired mission
endurance, discomfort, and potential long-term
health effects.  Application of system safety to
process management and technology
development is recommended.  Whole body
vibration is relevant to related military platform.

Introduction

Whole Body Vibration (WBV) and repeated
impact exposures affect approximately 6 million
workers in the US who regularly operate trucks,
buses, heavy equipment, forklifts, helicopters,
fixed wing aircraft, and ships.  Continuous
exposure to excessive levels of vibration can
cause irreversible damage to the human body.
Health and safety concerns include back injuries
(degenerative disc disease), fatigue, and im-
paired performance [1].  This paper focuses on
whole body vibration exposure of MH-60S
helicopter pilots.  MH-60 pilots were exposed in
excess of the standards in case studies.  Rec-
ommended occupational exposure criteria were
developed to prevent spinal injuries and mini-
mize the risk of fatigue and discomfort [2], [3],
[4].  Self reported symptoms and the incidence
of medical problems [5] as well as measured
exposures were consistent with effects of
exposures in excess of recommended criteria.
Therefore, in addition to evaluating current
equipment, modifications and new equipment
designed to have lower vibration levels were
also evaluated.
        Helicopter Seat Cushion Case Study
Pilots of the MH-60S helicopter are exposed to
continuous whole body vibration.  Pilot fatigue is
a growing operational concern due to the in-
creased frequency of the extended duration of
missions (8+hours) in support of Operations
Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom.  This
trend of increased mission duration is expected
to continue throughout the Global War on Terror-
ism (GWoT).  Endurance aspects of rotary wing
seats were not optimized for longer missions
and the wide range of pilot anthropometric
measurements (ranging from 3-98% dimen-
sions within the population characteristic of
military personnel), which are now typical of
naval aviation.  The current seat cushions are
based on a design developed 30 years ago
which primarily met crashworthiness require-
ments.  Albeit, an issue, pilot fatigue and re-
duced mission effectiveness are also critical
concerns.

Volume VI, Issue 2, Sep 2005

Whole Body Vibration
submitted by

LCDR Debra Yniguez
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     Prolonged exposure to whole body vibration
may cause permanent physical damage that af-
fects the lower spinal region.  Self-reported inju-
ries from front-line aviators include suffering from
significant numbness and pain in their lower-backs
and legs after long flights.  Certainly, in such a
condition war fighters cannot be operating their
weapon systems at peak effectiveness.  In some
cases, pilots have been unable to exit the aircraft
after the missions without help and are thus re-
moved from the flight-schedule for recuperation.
     The current seat cushions are only one-inch
thick and provide little lumbar support.  New
cushion materials and seat design technologies
are available.  Their application would increase
endurance, reduce transmitted vibration, and
enhance operational effectiveness.  These
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) systems are
available but not yet qualified for US Navy aircraft
systems.  Pilots have resorted to looking for
alternative solutions and in some cases have
introduced their own unapproved seat cushion
modifications at the potential cost of safety.  This
case study evaluated whole body vibration
exposure of MH-60S pilots for the current seat
cushion and an anti-vibration seat cushion.

 
Figure 1: Triaxial Seat Pad

 

Figure 2: Biodynamic Coordinate System

     The acceleration levels for the current and anti-
vibration seat cushions were averaged in 5-minute
intervals for 4 straight and level flights (2 round-
trip flights), recorded using the SVAN 948 vibra-
tion meter/frequency analyzer (shown in Figure
3), and compared.

 

 Figure 3:  Frequency Analyzer/Vibration Meter

The data was then uploaded to a computer
using SVANTEK software.  The results for each
seat cushion were superimposed on the ACGIH
Threshold Limit Values’ (TLV) whole-body
vibration time-dependent curves.  The Z-axis
curves depicted in Figure 4 indicate the allow-
able time of exposure to vibration acceleration
levels dependent on the frequency in which the
vibration occurs.  The curves account for the
human vibration resonance that occurs in the
four to eight Hz frequency range with respect to
the Z-axis.  There are similar acceleration TLV
curves for the X and Y-axes that consider
human vibration resonance occurs in the one to
two Hz frequency range.

Methods
     A triaxial seat pad accelerometer, as shown in
Figure 1, was used to measure vibration accel-
eration levels for the current and anti-vibration seat
cushions’ X, Y, and Z-axes of direction, as shown
in Figure 2.  These three accelerometers were
incorporated into one unit, encased in an instru-
mented hard rubber disc, placed on the top of the
current and anti-vibration seat cushions under the
pilots’ buttocks during helicopter operations.  The
sensitivities of the accelerometers were within
10% of each other as required by International
Standards Organization (ISO): 2631, Part I [4] and
the American Conference of Governmental Indus-
trial Hygienists (ACGIH) [2].  The triaxial seat pad
accelerometers were affixed to the seat using tape
uniformly.
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Figure 4: Longitudinal Acceleration TLVs as a
function of frequency and exposure time.  Based
on Threshold Limit Values and Biological Expo-
sure Indices for 2004 by the ACGIH.

Results and Discussion
     According to the ACGIH TLVs [2], the axis
with the highest spectral peak intersecting the
curve with the shortest exposure time domi-
nates and determines the permissible exposure.
In evaluating the data collected, it was apparent
that this occurred at 16 Hz for the Z-axis data.
The graphical display of the Z-axis spectral
mean acceleration values is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5:  Mean acceleration values of the current
and anti-vibration seat cushions in the Z-axis and
the applicable ACGIH threshold limit values.

     The mean acceleration value at 16 Hz in the
Z-axis for the current seat cushions indicates
that exposure time should not exceed 6 hours
and for the anti-vibration seat cushions, the
exposure time should not exceed 10 hours.

The t-test at 16 Hz showed that the mean accel-
eration values for the current and anti-vibration seat
cushions were significantly different in the Z-axis.
The statistical analysis results for the Z-axis are
shown in Table 1.

 

Seat 
Cushion 

Mean 
Accelerat
ion (m/s2) 

Standard 
Deviation 

(m/s2) 
Current Seat 

Cushion 
 

0.925 
 

0.303 
Anti-vibration 
Seat Cushion 

 
0.521 

 
0.163 

    t-value = 
       2.65 

p-value = 
<0.005 

Degrees of 
freedom = 63 

Table 1:  Statistical summary and
results of the one-tailed t-test of the
current and anti-vibration seat cushions
in the Z-axis at 16 Hertz

     With the current conflict in Iraq, the list of
operational commitments is never ending.
Therefore, the number of field sampling mea-
surements was a limiting factor due to a limited
number of aircraft available and operational
commitments.  Additionally, the helicopter
seating system could not be altered in any way.
The triaxial accelerometer seat pad was fixed to
the seat cushions using durable tape.  Because
the seat pad was not hard-mounted to the seat
cushion, other factors may have affected the
acceleration levels.

Conclusions
     The results of the helicopter seat cushion study
showed that pilots of the MH-60S could only oper-
ate the helicopter with the current seat cushions
for approximately 4 hours without being overex-
posed to whole body vibration.  Since the average
flight during a deployment lasts 8 or more hours,
the current exposure places the pilots at an unac-
ceptable risk of injury.  While the anti-vibration seat
cushion increased the stay-time to approximately
10 hours, it is not a perfect fix.  Administrative con-
trols can be implemented to ensure that pilots are
not overexposed to whole body vibration during
training operations; however, this is not the case
for recent deployments.  Other anti-vibration seat
cushions and/or seating systems should be evalu-
ated to determine a feasible approach to lower the
pilots’ exposure to whole body vibration.
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     Conducting fit checks in fleet aircraft at a
training command posed some additional
challenges.  First, finding fleet aircraft and a
NATOPS or Safety Officer current in the aircraft
to use for the fit check could be a challenge
since training commands often do not have
these aircraft readily available.  In addition, the
CNATRA instruction included fit check proce-
dures for training command aircraft only.  It did
not include fit check procedures for fleet aircraft.
The only source for fit check procedures in fleet
aircraft were “gouge” check lists, usually ac-
quired from other AMSOs.  There are no official
fit check procedures for fleet aircraft.  In addition,
regardless of the source of the procedures
(CNATRA instruction or gouge), they did not
always check all of the critical points.  This
reinforced the importance of having a Safety or
NATOPS officer assist with the evaluation.  To
make things more complicated, interpretation of
the evaluation was subjective.  Sometimes
individuals getting checked more than once have
gotten different results depending on who
conducted the fit check.

A day in the
life of the
AMSO Anthro
Expert

     When the rare anthropometric issue occurs
in the fleet, aerospace physiologists are often
looked to as experts in anthropometric issues.
In fact, OPNAVINST 3710.37 states that the
“Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (MED-
23/Aviation Medicine Division) shall train/indoctri-
nate aeromedical safety officers (AMSOs)/
Physiologists in the processes and procedures
for anthropometric evaluations.”   For physiolo-
gists at training commands, a thorough knowl-
edge of the anthropometric instructions can be
even more important.  If done properly, initial
anthropometric screening can save a great deal
of time, effort, and money in addition to saving
lives.
     So, when I became the Training Air Wing
FIVE (CTW-5) AMSO in the spring of 2001, what
qualified me to be an expert on anthropometric
issues?  As a student Naval aerospace physiolo-
gist in Pensacola I had observed a fit check
once, and I seem to remember receiving a brief
about anthropometric issues at that time as well.
I do not remember doing any anthropometric
training during my preceptorship (internship).
Therefore, the only other training that made me
the wing’s “expert” for anthropometric issues
was the turnover I received upon arrival and a
great deal of subsequent on the job training.

     To be an expert on anthropometric issues
related to an aircraft, it is important to have
expertise with regard to the aircraft itself, espe-
cially for doing fit checks.  It is important to know
things such as which switches need to be
reached in an emergency, whether or not the
harness will be locked, and, in general, how the
aircraft is flown in real life.  The seven flights in
the T-34C and six flights in the TH-57 I had flown
over two years prior did not qualify me as an
expert in these aircraft, let alone any other
aircraft in the Navy and Marine Corps for which I
would be providing anthropometric evaluations.
Prior to its cancellation, CNATRAINST
13520.1C, detailed procedures for dynamic
cockpit evaluations and stated that fit checks
were to be performed by an AMSO and a
NATOPS/Safety Officer.  Therefore, when there
was a need for a fit check, I leaned heavily on
the NATOPS or Safety Officer’s opinions in

determining anthropometric compatibility.  The
challenge at times could be finding an individual
that took the process seriously as a safety of
flight issue (i.e. some one who did not eyeball an
individual and determine compatibility based on
the fact that he or she is about the same stand-
ing height as someone else in the squadron that
doesn’t seem to have any problems).

I’m the Anthro Expert?
by

LCDR(s) Paul Hauerstein
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     At this point, some might ask why the indi-
vidual was measured four times prior to arriving
at Whidbey Island, especially since there were
no aircraft or pipeline restrictions after the
previous three measurements.  Others might
ask why an individual would be re-measured at
all, even if they did have aircraft or pipeline
restrictions.   Measurements are taken at many
installations, including recruiting offices, the
Naval Academy, Marine Corps Basic School,
Naval Aerospace Medicine Institute, and NASC.
Sometimes inconsistencies and variation can
occur in technique, which may cause a mea-
surement to be inaccurate and necessitate a
new measurement for confirmation purposes.
In addition, the use of new technology, such as
the Digital Video Imaging Device (DAVID) sys-
tem may also result in inconsistencies com-
pared to measurements taken using the more
conventional methods outline in BUMEDINST
3710.1.  In some rare cases, the reason multiple
measurements are taken is that an individual
was trying to “work” the system.

     Incomplete and outdated instructions to-
gether with the subjective nature of fit check
procedures left the system open to flaws and
errors that resulted in individuals getting orders
to fly fleet aircraft in which they did not fit.  As
anyone who has ever been involved in trying to
correct a situation like this can attest to, this is
not a pleasant situation.  Therefore, in Decem-
ber 2001, it was with great pleasure that I re-
ceived news of the release of NAVAIRINST
3710.9C, which is the current instruction for
determining anthropometric compatibility.  While
the rare, out of the ordinary, anthropometric
issue may still require a fit check, the new
NAVAIR instruction and the subsequent
cancellation of the CNATRA instruction effec-
tively stopped the practice of fit checks at CTW-
5.  The anthropometric screening procedures
included in NAVAIRINST 3710.9C involve simply
plugging anthropometric measurements into
restriction codes.  The system is much more
objective than fit checks and takes a much
simpler Disneyland-like approach to aircraft
selection (i.e. you must be this tall to ride this
ride).  For the most part, either a person fits or
they do not fit.  Of note, however, is the fact that
updated restriction codes on a few aircraft and/
or crew stations are not included in the current
instruction.  For example, new restriction codes
for the H-3 are not included in the instruction.
Instead, guidance on when to perform a fit check
is provided.  In addition, restriction codes for the
aft crew positions in the E-2C are not included.

     Over two years later, far removed from the
training command as the Electronic Attack Wing
AMSO at NAS Whidbey Island, I thought that
anthropometric issues were a thing of the past;
until I received a call from the Naval Aviation
Schools Command (NASC) physiologist, shortly
followed by a call from a local flight surgeon.  An
aircrewman had been identified as being out of
anthropometric limits for the EA-6B Prowler as
set forth in NAVAIRINST 3710.9C.  After some

     In this case, a few factors made it prudent to
confirm the out-of-limits measurement through
obtaining another measurement of the area of
concern.  First, it also turned out that the indi-
vidual had three prior measurements of the
same area that were within limits.  Second, the
out-of-limits measurement was almost four
inches different than the original measurement.
Third, there was a note on the individual’s Naval
Anthropometric Certification Evaluation System
(NACES) report that an attempt was made by
the individual to influence a prior measurement.
When we measured the individual ourselves to
confirm the past measurements, the individual
fell well within the NAVAIR limits, and no restric-
tion was recommended.

phone calls and a look at the paper work, it
turned out the individual did have a measure-
ment that was out of limits for the Prowler.
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     Finally, for those that have never had to deal
with an anthropometric compatibility issue, here
are some recommendations.  First, if an issue
does arise, make sure the chain of command
knows about the issue, and check to see if the
command has an official anthropometric policy.
Second, get all the facts.  While it is prudent to
give individuals the benefit of the doubt, keep in
mind that in some rare cases people have tried
to work the system for various reasons.  Third,
know the instructions.  Current anthropometric
guidance can be found in the following instruc-
tions:  1) OPNAVINST 3710.37 Anthropometric
Accommodation in Naval Aircraft (1999), 2)
OPNAVINST 3710.7T (2001) NATOPS General
Flight and Operating Instructions 3) NAVAIRINST
3710.9C Anthropometric Accommodation in
Naval Aircraft (2001), and 4) BUMEDINST
3710.1 Anthropometric Compatibility Assignment
Program (1977).  Lastly, thoroughly document
any actions and recommendations, including fit
check procedures, if a dynamic cockpit evalua-
tion is performed.  There have been situations in
the past where interest in an individual’s anthro-
pometric compatibility was renewed upon arrival
of that individual at a new command.  Having
thorough documentation can be very useful if an
issue with a particular individual should come up
again in the future.  Good points of contact for
further information include LT Jim Hunt at NASC
and Heather Howell at NAVAIR.

Article edited by LCDR(s)  Meredith Yeager

7 Oct 04
HH-60H  HS-15

STRUCK GROUND
AFTER DAY TAKEOFF

KUWAIT
7 CREW OK

9 NOV 04
F/A-18C  VFA-131

CRASHED DURING DAY
TRAINING FLIGHT
NELLIS AFB, NV

PILOT EJECTED OK

1 DEC 04
F/A-18A  USN FDT

CRASHED INTO
WATER DURING DAY

TRAINING FLIGHT
PENSACOLA, FL

PILOT EJECTED OK

1 DEC 04
A/V-8B  VMA-214

REPORTED ENGINE
FIRE & HYDRAULIC

FAILURE DURING PMCF
YUMA, AZ

PILOT EJECTED OK

10 JAN 05
SH-60H  HS-2

LANDED HARD IN
RICE PADDY DURING DAY

RELIEF MISSION
BANDA  ACHE, INDONESIA

CREW & PAX INJURIES

13JAN 05
A/V-8B  HMM-165(REIN)

CRASHED INTO
SEA DURING

NIGHT MISSION
LHD 6/SUMATRA

PILOT EJECTED OK

25 JAN 05
MH-53E  HM-14

DICHED DURING DAY
TRAINING MISSION

VA CAPES
ALL 8 CREW OK

26 JAN 05
CH-53E  HMH-361

CRASHED OVER LAND
IN  IMC CONDITIONS

IRAQ
ALL 31 FATAL

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE.

FY05 CLASS A FLIGHT MISHAP SUMMARY
Up dated and Forwarded

by
 CDR Dave Service

LCDR(s) Paul Hauerstein
COMVAQWINGPAC AMSO

DSN: 820-8038
paul.g.hauerstein@navy.mil
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29 JAN 05
FA-18F  VFA-102

DEPARTED FLIGHT
DECK DURING

NIGHT CQ
CV 63 / JAPAN

PILOT & WSO EJECTED OK

16 FEB 05
MH-53E  HM-14

CRASHED IN
LANDING PATTERN

ON DAY MISSION
SIGONELLA

4 CREW INJURED

22 MAR 05
T-45C   VT-7

CRASHED ON
DOWNWIND IN DAY
LANDING PATTERN

MERIDIAN, MS
SOLO SNA FATAL

5 APR 05
CH-46E   HMM-165

STRUCK BALLOON
TETHER CABLE

ON NIGHT  MISSION
DEPOLYED

ONE  INJURED

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE.

 

2 MAY 05
FA-18C’s   VMFA-323

CRASHED DURING
SECTION NIGHT MISSION

CVN 70 / IRAQ
BOTH PILOTS FATAL

11 MAY 05
T-45A   VT-22

CRASHED ON DAY T
RAINING FLIGHT
KINGSVILLE, TX

SOLO PILOT EJECTED OK

9 JUN 05
E2-C  VAW-120

ENGINE  FIRE
FOLLOWED  BY RUNWAY

  DEPARTURE AT OLF
SANTA ROSA, FL

CREW OK

15 JUN 05
AV-8B  VMA -513

CRASHED DURING
DAY APPROACH

YUMA, AZ
 PILOT EJECTED OK

9 JUL 05
AV-8B    VMA -542

FORCED GEAR-UP
LANDING AND
CAUGHT FIRE

CHERRY POINT, NC
 PILOT OK

 

14 JUL 05
AV-8B    VMA -542

EXPERIENCED INFLIGHT
FIRE ON DAY MISSION
CHERRY POINT, NC
 PILOT EJECTED OK

18 JUL 05
FA-18E & F    VFA-122

COLLIED DURING DAY
 BFM TRAINING FLIGHT

RIDGECREST, CA
2 EJECTED W/INJURIES

1 FATAL

21 SEP 05
S-3B    VS-32

CRASHED NEAR
NAS ON DAY

TRAINING FLIGHT
JACKSONVILLE, FL

PILOT & COTAC FATAL
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er       I hope this article has been interesting and
perhaps it has reinforced your thoughts on our
place in the operational world.  If you enjoyed
this, I hope to capture your curiosity for my
article in the next quarterly, entitled “Train like we
Fight, Myth or Reality.”  Keep the home fires
burning, and keep those aircrew honest.  With
much dust, a dehydrated smile and pride to be
one of you, I say thanks for all your support.

     Greetings from the vast expanse of sand and
dust, and surprisingly really hard rocks; I mean
you’d think they would crumble when you
stepped on them, but no they just hurt your feet.
Don’t even think about jumping on them.  Well
what an interesting mess I’ve gotten myself into
this time — seven days a week, 12 to 16 hour
days, except only 10 on Sunday — what to
do…what to do.  Well here is my story as I sit
here at 2041 in the Director of Safety and Stan-
dardization (DOSS) shop with the DOSS and
Ground Safety Officer (GSO) and Fairly Odd
Parents on the TV.
     As most of you know my AMSC, HM2
Matchinski, and I have been given a great oppor-
tunity to be exposed to the vast majority of
USMC platforms and a variety of communities,
following in the footsteps of many great AMSOs
and AMSCs who came before us in the Gulf
War, OEF, and this extended OIF.  We have
fixed wing and rotary wing, transport and even
Army assets (some that we actually support).
We have provided training and assistance to
aircraft controllers and the hospital’s surgical
company.  People actually ask for us and even
more surprisingly listen and open their doors to
us.  We actually are getting offers to fly, maybe
it’s the heat or the dust in their eyes, but the
point I’m trying to make is that we are being
treated as operational assets and are making a
difference.
     I did not write this to make myself and HM2
look like big deals.  instead I want to reinforce
the known fact that the way to the pilots and
aircrew is through their Aviation Life Support
System (ALSS) or Flight Equipment shop.
These are the men and women we see most
often in our daily activities, whether it is to
present new modifications to gear, pick up our
flight gear, or just to listen to what they are
hearing from their aircrew.  HM2 and myself
have been visiting each of our 10 squadrons at
least once a week, of course with an average of
12 hours of work time each day this is not hard
to do, and actually we see most squadrons two
or three times a week easily.  We have learned
much in their spaces.  It is here where we have
been able to get a clue about who these people
are, what their attitudes are toward us and how
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LT Sean “Creature” McCarthy
MAG 26 Forward Deployed, AMSO

   mccarthysm@acemnf-wiraq.usmc.mil

The Power of the ALSS/Flight E Shop
by

LT Sean McCarthy

we can get them to listen.  We have found a
significant difference between the work styles of
the reserve squadrons compared to the active
duty squadrons with respect to the same plat-
form.  We have confirmed that jet pilots are
more intense than the other platforms and yet
that all aircrew are extremely professional when
near or in the aircraft.  The simple truth is that if
you walk around the spaces via the ALSS shops
people will use you, talk with you, and just
possibly listen to your NAVAIR point of view.
Either way they will have faith that you are on
their side.

Of course, that’s our very own Capt Murdoch,
seen here as a hard-charging Lieutenant in
class 85002.  Thank You for your serivce and
dedication Ma’am.  We wish you the best in your
retirement.  Fair winds and following seas!
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We Are
The Ex-

perts

by
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Bric BRAC
by

Capt J. P. Norton
Aerospace Physiology Program

Manager & Specialty Leader

Aerospace Physiology Program - A Force Enabler
Our Mission:  Assist our Warriors in winning the fight,

Prevent Losses due to hostilities & mishaps, Ensure Survival of hostilities & mishaps

     Greetings from BUMED, the Base Closure
and Realignment Commissions’ (BRAC)
report and recommendations approved by
President Bush September 15th has been
forwarded to Congress and now awaits final
approval or rejection.  There are several items
within the recommendations that will affect Navy
Medicine and our Naval Aerospace Physiology
Program (NAPP) and some that you may be
curious about (e.g., Willow Grove to close
(Navy/USMC only), and move assets to Naval Air
Engineering Station Lakehurst NJ, which is to
close and move to the new Joint Base McGuire-
Dix-Lakehurst, located at the former McGuire
AFB).  If interested, the full report is available on-
line at www.brac.gov but some highlights are
listed below:
     Brooks City Base Texas (BRAC recom-
mendation #170).  Is recommended for closure
and to relocate the United States Air Force
School of Aerospace Medicine to Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base Dayton Ohio.  Included
within this recommendation is to disestablish
the high onset gravitational force centrifuge
and relocate the physiological training unit
(at Holloman) to Wright-Patterson AFB.
Impact on NASTP to be determined, the Com-
mission did not say whether or not a training
centrifuge would be established at Wright
Patterson, though a short arm research centri-
fuge is located on that base already.  Two
options are immediately apparent, either all
TACAIR G-improvement training is done at
ASTC Lemoore, or a new training centrifuge
(site to be determined Wright-Patterson? Eglin?)
will be built and staffed by the Air Force or
maybe jointly.
     Joint Centers of Excellence for Chemical,
Biological, and Medical Research and De-
velopment and Acquisition (BRAC recom-
mendation #174).  Several items included within

this recommendation, but the important one to
our community is to realign Naval Air Station
Pensacola by relocating the Naval Aeromedi-
cal Research Laboratory to Wright-Patterson
AFB along with Air Force assets, this will be-
come the Joint Center for Aerospace Medical
Research at Wright-Patterson.  Within 5 years
those officers and enlisted assigned to NAMRL
will be living in the Dayton Ohio area and work-
ing on an Air Force Base (actually, based on my
Offutt AFB experience, this is not a bad deal at
all).
     San Antonio Regional Medical Center,
Texas (BRAC recommendation #172).  Several
items within this recommendation also, but
noteworthy is that this recommendation
co-locates all (except Aerospace Medicine)
medical basic and specialty enlisted training
at Fort Sam Houston with the potential of
transitioning to a joint training effort.  “It is antici-
pated that the development of a joint training
center will result in standardized training for
medical enlisted specialties enhancing
interoperability and joint deployability.” The
impact is that there will be no more Service
specific Corps/medic schools, but enlisted
medical training (except Aerospace Medicine
(currently accomplished by the Navy at NAMI))
will all be located at Fort Sam.  Within fives
years, all Navy corpsman (HM-0000) will be
trained in Texas
     Walter Reed National Military Medical
Center, Bethesda MD (BRAC recommendation
# 169).  Of interest, the Army’s ‘flagship’ hospital
is to be merged with the Navy’s on the Bethesda
campus (and in separate recommendations, a
new Hospital to serve the National Capital
Region is to be built at Fort Belvoir, and the Air
Force Hospital at Andrews is to be reduced to a
clinic with an ambulatory surgery center).  The
result is that elaborate medical care and
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hospitalization in the National Capital Region will
be provided at either Bethesda or Fort Belvoir.
No major direct impact on NAPP (unless you
need to visit Bethesda and are looking for
parking).  Our USUHS billet at Bethesda will be
adjacent to a construction zone for several
years (with very limited parking).
     Naval Air Station Brunswick, Maine (BRAC
recommendation #65).  NAS Brunswick will be
closed, with the tasking to relocate its aircraft
along with dedicated personnel, equipment, and
support to NAS Jacksonville Florida.  Look out
ASTC Jax!! More R2/RP2 students are headed
your way.
     Naval Air Station Oceana, Virginia (BRAC
recommendation #193).  Realign by moving the
East Coast Master Jet Base to Cecil Field
Florida if the local governments fail to enact
and enforce legislation to prevent further en-
croachment of NAS Oceana by March 2006.
Lots of details provided, but the concluding
statement is if by the end of March 2006 all the
prescribed actions have not been taken in their
entirety by Virginia, and if Cecil Field and the
State of Florida take all the actions they have
promised by December 2006 (and they will) “the
units and functions that shall relocate to Cecil
Field will include but are not limited to all of the
Navy F/A-18 strike fighter wings aviation opera-
tions and support schools, maintenance sup-
port, training, and any other additional support
activities the Navy deems necessary and appro-
priate to support the operations of a Master Jet
Base.”  Lots of what ifs and trip points on this
one (and lots of Virginia and national politics
will come into play next March), but the City of
Jacksonville is going to the warehouse right now
to retrieve and dust off the old Cecil Field Master
Jet Base sign and they are getting ready to
repaint all of the jets on a stick on the main road
entryway to the base.  Potential for lots of R1/
RP1 students to be headed to ASTC Jackson-
ville in 5 years.  With the closing of Brunswick,
and the strong possibility of east coast TACAIR
being based at Cecil, ASTC Jacksonville will
most like become our busiest ASTC on the East
Coast.  ASTC Norfolk would see a reduction in
NASTP refresher training.  Our AIRLANT
TACWING AMSO billet would relocate to Cecil.
     Co-locate Navy Education and Training
Command (NETC) and Navy Education and
Professional Development and Technology

Center (NEPDTC) (BRAC recommendation
#135).  DoD wanted to move CNET and
NEPDTC to Millington, BRAC commission
rejected the idea said and No!  Everything is to
stay in Pensacola (or be moved at a distant
future date at Navy’s expense).
     Joint Strike Fighter Initial Training Site
(BRAC recommendation #125).  The recom-
mendation established Eglin Air Force Base as
the site where Navy, Marines and Air Force will
“teach entry level aviators and maintenance level
technicians how to safely operate and maintain
the new Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) F-35 aircraft.”
DoD is scheduled to start taking delivery of the
F-35 in 2008; MCAS Miramar, NAS Pensacola,
and NAS Oceana will all transfer Instructor
billets and personnel to Eglin to support.  Al-
though the Navy JSF NASTP requirements have
yet to be determined, ASTC Pensacola would
likely see a small increase in refresher students.
     Undergraduate and Pilot Training (BRAC
recommendation #128).  This is mostly shuffling
USAF aviation training around (e.g., abandoning
Moody AFB and then a series of domino moves
that follow), but importantly, it relocates Under-
graduate Navigator Training to NAS
Pensacola (where it once was briefly).  ASTC
Pensacola could see a small increase in re-
fresher students.
     Officer Training Command Pensacola
(BRAC recommendation #61).  Move Navy
Officer Candidate School (OCS) back to
Newport Rhode Island (where OIS still re-
sides).  Aviation OCS (AOCS) no longer exists,
so direct accession Naval Officers would report
to Newport (this moves OCS back to Newport -
it was brought to Pensacola a few years back in
order to combine OCS with AOCS and increase
efficiency and reduce redundancy).  No real
impact on NAPP, just a curious quirk.
     Joint Medical Command Headquarters
(BRAC recommendation #198).  This item will
change the location of BUMED (and the office
of Aerospace Physiology) from the Potomac
Annex (just North of the Lincoln Memorial on the
Capital Mall) to somewhere in the DC area (to
be determined by the Secretary of Defense).
This recommendation terminates Navy
Medicine’s 100+ year presence on the historic
Observatory Hill.  Specifically, the recommenda-
tion states, “Realign the Potomac Annex in the
District of Columbia, realign Bolling Air Force
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     These and many other recommendations
have been approved by President Bush (the
BRAC Report agreed 86% with what Secretary
of Defense had proposed).  The major differ-
ences were in keeping the subs in New England
(Groton CT), ship building/repair in Kittery ME,
and keeping Ellsworth AFB open in South
Dakota (all of which DoD had proposed to
close).  As of September 15th, Congress has 45
legislative days to reject the recommendations
in their entirety or they become binding on the
Department of Defense (i.e., DoD must carry
out the plan of the BRAC).  Congress is not
allowed to tinker with the recommendations,
they can only reject the entire package, if Con-
gress does not actively reject the recommenda-
tions, passively they will become DoD marching
orders.

 Additional BUMED alignments:

     You have probably noted that BUMED’s
Aerospace Medicine office code has changed
(now MED M341) and may have noted that
effective July 13th 2005 all Naval Medical and

Dental Commands were placed under the
military command of Chief, Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery (moved from under the Geographic
Commanders).  And further restructuring has/is
occurring such that 4 subordinate structures
have been set up, Navy Medicine East, Navy
Medicine West, Navy Medicine National Capital
Region, and Navy Medical Support (Naval
Medicine Education and Training Center and
subsequently NOMI will be within the Navy
Medical Support chain of command, (along with
Med R&D, EPMUs, etc)).  Navy Medicine’s
organizational structure has dramatically
changed!
     Additionally, as many of you know, CAPT
Vince Musashe has recently been tapped (NOMI
Change of Command currently planned for
November 17th 2005) by the Navy Surgeon
General to work on behalf of BUMED in forming
a plan for a joint medical organizational structure
as required by Congress in this year’s appro-
priations bill (plan is due to Congress in 2007).
So between BRAC relocating all the Service
SGs into a single site, and Congress’s mandate
to explore and draft a plan for a single DoD
Medical ‘belly button’, the overseeing structure of
all Military medicine will look very different within
5 -7 years.  What Military Medicine will look like
remains to be determined, but I know CAPT
Musashe and associates from the Air Force,
Army, Health Affairs, and TRICARE will be
working hard with some fast approaching
deadlines.  But it should be noted, there will be
no immediate impact on the NAPP, NASTP, and
AMSO functions, however, several years down
the road, change is probable.  An exciting time
ahead!
     Finally, a historical note, acknowledging the
Potomac Annex realignment (i.e., BUMED
leaves), the Joint Medical Command Headquar-
ters BRAC collocation, the DoD Medical Struc-
ture (to be determined) also impacting BUMED’s
current location on the Potomac Annex will be a
new neighbor.  For those of you who have visited
BUMED there is a parking lot between Building 7
(where Aerospace Medicine is located) and the
capital mall looking towards the Lincoln Memo-
rial (a very nice view (almost as nice as CAPT
Plombon’s Santa Rosa Island view from Bldg
3860 at NSTI HQ Pensacola)).  However, to be
completed within the next 4 to 5 years is the new
headquarters for the Untied States Institute of

Base, District of Columbia, and realign Skyline
Drive leased space in Falls Church Virginia.  Co-
locate the Navy Bureau of Medicine, Office of the
Surgeon General of the Air Force, the Air Force
Medical Operating Activity and the Air Force
Medical Support Activity, Office of the Secretary
of defense (Health Affairs), TRICARE Manage-
ment Activity, Office of the Army Surgeon Gen-
eral, and US Army Medical Command to a single
contiguous site that meets the current Depart-
ment of Defense Anti-terrorism Force Protection
standards for new construction at either the
National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda MD;
Bolling AFB, District of Columbia; or federally
owned or leased space in the National Capital
Region and consolidate command support
activity.”  Justification is to consolidate common
support function in order to maximize the effi-
ciencies and enhance jointness.  Note, Potomac
Annex originally reviewed for possible closure is
‘realigned’ in order to protect the Flag housing (3
Flag Quarters are on this base, which is cur-
rently home quarters for VCNO).  The title of the
recommendation is also curious, Joint Medical
Command Headquarters (a possible prediction
of a future structure…?)
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Peace, this will be built at the corner of Constitu-
tion avenue and 23rd street, on a 2 acre triangle
shaped parcel of land (hey, that’s where I park!)
 

 
Proposed View from the Lincoln Memorial North
to BUMED, note State Department Bldg on the
right, further note, that view of BUMED (Potomac
Annex is completely blocked)

View of Institute of Peace, (upper right hand corner
is Bldg 7 BUMED, in the shadow are the windows
of room 71001, home of Aerospace Medicine).

     How close to reality is this?  In 2005 Con-
gress allocated $100 million dollars toward the
project, and just this past Tuesday a guy with
blue prints was standing in the Aerospace
Medicine office (Room 7101), trying to figure out
the layout and positions to initiate site prepara-
tion (current major concern is a 6.5 foot under-
ground sewage trunk line that is over 120 years
old that runs directly through the site, however,
they didn’t seem too worried about the blockage
of scenic views from our BUMED windows).
     How close to reality is this?  In 2005 Con-
gress allocated $100 million dollars toward the
project, and just this past Tuesday a guy with
blue prints was standing in the Aerospace
Medicine office (Room 7101), trying to figure out
the layout and positions to initiate site prepara-

     Changes are happening!  From where, who,
and how the Navy Aerospace Physiology Pro-
gram will be operated in 7 years is yet to be
determined, so stand by for the updates and
news.  An exciting time is ahead, and I encour-
age you to stick with it, it should be fun!
     Last note, please keep me posted on
your PCS moves and NMCI and other on-
line migrations, once a new e-mail address is
assigned please forward it to me (unless of
course you decide to purposely hide from the
‘Spam-man’) and I in return will keep you posted
as to where the Aerospace Physiology Program
office is.

Have a great fall and take care of each
other!

tion (current major concern is a 6.5 foot under-
ground sewage trunk line that is over 120 years
old that runs directly through the site, however,
they didn’t seem too worried about the blockage
of scenic views from our BUMED windows).

Capt Jim Norton, MSC USN
Aerospace Phyisology Program

Manager & Specialty Leader
DSN: 762-3465

jpnorton@us.med.navy.mil
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Safety Center Update
by

LCDR Greg Ostrander

     Greetings from the Naval Safety Center, in
Norfolk, VA.  I just wanted to provide everyone
with an update on what’s been going on recently.
I know that getting information out of the Safety
Center can be difficult sometimes, but we’re
getting better at providing information now.  Our
databases are nearly up to date in all categories
after being backlogged for over two years.  So if
you need something, please ask, and we’ll do
the best we can to honor your request.

     Please note that we will do the best we can
to provide the information you need, but that
some things are just not possible.  For example,
very detailed information is not available on
mishaps beyond about 1990, as the information

stored on them is very limited.  Also, we only
store Aeromedical Analyses for 5 years.  Finally,
a lot of information is just blank, due to not being
provided when the reports were submitted.

Aviation Safety Surveys:

     Dog-legging off the previous comment about
training, our Safety Survey teams have noticed
various training issues in fleet squadrons that
our community can provide a lot of help with.
AMSOs, particularly, are uniquely knowledgeable
in both aeromedical and aviation safety pro-
grams, so you AMSOs are really poised to help
out here.
     Squadron surveys often reveal that Aero-
medical Adjunctive Training, per OPNAVINST

Some hints on what we can and can’t provide:

We can give you:
- Sanitized aviation mishap and HAZREP

data, from the database.  Ensure you
provide the following:  Timeframe de-
sired, service, platform/s, class of
mishap, and specific hazard, injury or
general info.

- Summaries of the information collected
on the SIR forms, such as egress
problems, anthropometric data, and
injuries sustained.

- General info or trends on mishap or
hazard data, including costs.

We cannot provide:
- Mishap photos, autopsy photos, or

personal data.  Released photos are on
the website

- Aeromedical Analyses, although summa-
ries may be obtained.

- SIR packages for mishaps that are
outside the purview of your community of
interest, unless adequate justification is
provided.

- Information on mishaps that are not yet
closed out, except for factual information.

- SIR messages, MDRs, etc, electronically
unless they are very recent.  These
items are not retained on past mishaps.

Recent Trends/Observations:

Hypoxia:

For FY 2005 to date, there have been 7 inci-
dents reported, 6 in the Hornet, 1 in the Tom-
cat, all PHYSEPs, no mishaps.  Of these,
causal factors are follows:

- 2 material failure (1 systemic leak, 1 due
to reduced flow)

- 2 Human Error (1 improper preflight, 1
violation (masks off))

- 3 UNKNOWN (all different situations)

     These incidents highlight the fact that we still
don’t have a handle on this issue.  The violations
and improper preflight were avoidable. Only
changing mindset and better systems knowl-
edge will avoid these.  But, the other incidents,
while puzzling, may not have been unsolved with
better investigation by the squadron, medical,
and higher echelon personnel.  One of these
incidents had an Oxygen Paradox-type situation
occur.  So, as AMSOs, are you providing infor-
mation to your subordinate command Flight
Surgeons, or assisting them with training?  Are
those of you at the ASTCs getting smart on
Hornet hypoxia issues, and passing that along in
refresher training?  Once again, if you need help,
ask me.
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3710.7T, Appendix E, is not accomplished.
While people try to ensure these things are
done, often the squadron safety folks and Flight
Surgeons don’t even know what is mandatory.
Current Level A (Mandatory) training includes
three topics: Aeromedical Aspects of Ejection
and Emergency Ground Egress, Emergency
Ground Egress (with an emphasis on impact,
acceleration, and survivability), and Sensory
Problems (with an emphasis on Spatial Disori-
entation and Illusions, and this can be tacked on
to Instrument Ground School).  Other problems
noted include lack of AMB training IAW
OPNAVINST 3750.6, and general lack of training
documentation per both these references.
     As an AMSO, help out your squadrons with
these minimum requirements, particularly if the
FS is very junior.  They may not have a clue
about any of this, and they need to get involved.
AMSOs are the subject matter experts on both
3710 and 3750, and can make a huge dent in
correcting these problems.

The Return of “The Fishwrapper”

     As LCDR Prevost pointed out in last
months’s issue, there used to be a Safety
Center “mail out” called The Fishwrapper, sent to
the whole community.  It was conceived and
sent out by our own CDR (ret) Bill Little, back
when he was at the Safety Center.  He photo-
copied everything he could that was pertinent,
then bulk mailed it out everyone.  He called it
“The Fishwrapper” because he thought that
even if you didn’t find it useful on the job, you
could wrap fish with it.
     Now that we’re in the internet age, we no
longer need to bulk mail, but we can still provide
new information via the internet in the spirit of
what CDR Bill was doing.  We have stood up a
webpage called “The Fishwrapper”, and the
intent is to provide a repository for new informa-
tion of use to the 1836 community, as well as
our Flight Surgeon brethren.  The idea is to post
current trends, changes to instructions, pertinent
HAZREPs,  and any other “Gouge”that can be
useful to aeromedical personnel.  Hopefully, this
will supplement the already excellent resources
we have in this Journal and with our community
list server.  I will take inputs from anyone, start-
ing right now.  Come visit the new “Fishwrapper”

at http://www.safetycenter.navy.mil/aviation/
aeromedical/fishwrapper/default.htm.

Well, that’s about it for now folks.  Remember,
BE SAFE.

LCDR Greg “Troll” Ostrander
 Naval Safety Center

DSN: 564-3520
greg.ostrander@navy.mil

Blast From
The Past #2

Without a doubt, that would be Capt Norton, our
fearless Speciality leader and Program Manager,
pictured here as a LTjg in class 85002.  Thanks
for your guidance and leadership Sir.
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     The NAP was well represented at the recent
Aerospace Medical Association (ASMA) Annual
Conference.  For those not familiar with the
Aerospace Medical Association, or the constitu-
ent Aerospace Physiology Society (AsPS), they
are multi-national organizations whose member-
ship includes both military and civilian pilots,
researchers, physicians, physiologists, students
and professionals representing a variety of
related aeromedical disciplines.  The ASMA
meeting provides a great occasion for profes-
sional development and networking, as well
opportunities for involvement in a variety of
committees and working groups.  In fact, Navy
Aerospace Physiologists continue to be very
active in both ASMA and the ASPS.  This article
addresses some of the roles our community
plays in these organizations, and provides some
highlights from the annual scientific meeting.
For those not familiar with the ASPS, the Society
promotes the following objectives:

a. To encourage, promote, and advance the
science and practice of aerospace physiology by:

1. Establishing and maintaining cooperation
           between aerospace physiology and other
          scientific disciplines;

2. Stimulating and accomplishing physiological
          investigation, studying and disseminating
           pertinent knowledge and information through
           teaching and participation in scientific and
          technical meetings.
b. To increase the professional stature of Aero-
space Physiologists and associated disciplines
within the Aerospace Medical Association (AsMA).
c. To provide a single unified voice within the AsMA
to present the views of the AsPS.

The Week in Review
Each year, the AsPS members gather at the
AsMA meeting to further the objectives of the
society, to recognize outstanding peers, and to
engage in fellowship and yes, to have a little fun.
It is a very busy week for those who attend.  In
addition to attending the scientific sessions,
other activities include the annual AsPS Board of
Governors planning meeting, the general mem-
bership meeting, the Board Certification Exam,
awards luncheon and evening social.  As previ-

     Each year, AsPS sponsors a Training Day,
the purpose of which is to provide information
and education on a current topic in aerospace
physiology.  LCDR (sel) Bransdorfer co-chaired
this year panel, which focused on human
performance, ergogenic aides and implications
for the warfighter.  The multi-national panel of
experts provided information on current re-
search and ongoing efforts to enhance aircrew
performance given operational considerations.
Over 130 people attended this very informative
session.
     AsMA offers the opportunity for Board Certifi-
cation in Aerospace Physiology.  The Board
Certification process requires applicants to
demonstrate their knowledge and understanding
of basic and applied physiology and represents
a significant career milestone.  This year
LCDR(s) Paul Hauerstein and LCDR Greg
Ostrander were recognized at the annual
luncheon for achieving Board Certification
status.  After ratification of their nomination’s for
certification by the AsMA Council, they will be
able to add CAsP to their titles.  The details for
board certification are published annually in the
AsMA Blue Journal.  CDR Russ Lawry is cur-
rently the Certification Committee Chairman.
     The guest speaker at this years’ luncheon
was USAF Flight Surgeon/Pilot Maj Kathryn
Hughes who flies the mighty A-10.  Her presen-
tation was all about the operational aspects of
flying the A-10 and the challenges presented in
combat.  For those not familiar with the role of
the A-10, her brief provided insight into the
aircraft mission as well as physiological and
operational considerations for aircrew and
aeromedical support staff.

ously mentioned, these gatherings are excellent
opportunities to grow professionally, network,
maintain friendships and develop new ones that
will last beyond your career.

Aerospace Physiology Society Happenings
by

CDR Joe Essex and LCDR(s) Rich Folga
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Three society awards are presented to outstand-
ing members at the annual luncheon.  These
awards highlight excellence in research, opera-
tional support and career contributions.  This
years’ winner of the AsPS Wiley Post award for
excellence in operational physiology was LT Ron
Schoonover.

Naval Aerospace Physiologists involved in
AsPS
Our community can boast of a long heritage of
service and participation in both ASMA and AsPS.
Current Navy Aerospace Physiologists holding
positions within the ASPS include:

Past Presidents:
CAPT Hathaway
CAPT Murdoch
CAPT Musashe

Board of Governers:
CDR Russ Lawry
CDR Lynn Wheeler
LCDR(sel) Folga
LCDR Artino

Awards Committee:
CDR Wheaton (chair)
CDR Essex
LCDR Hebert

Nominations Committee:
CAPT Musashe
CAPT Murdoch
CAPT Hathaway

Website manager:
LCDR(sel) Linderman

Board Certification Committee:
CDR Lawry (chair)
CDR Jehue

Education and Training:
CDR Wheaton
LCDR Hebert (chair)
CDR Essex
LCDR(sel) Bransdorfer

Luncheon Committee/Social Committee:
CDR Lynn Wheeler (co-chair)
LCDR(sel) Rich Folga (co-chair)

ASMA Society Journal Editor:
CDR Essex

    If you are already a member of AsMA, then
AsPS membership is only an additional $10
annually.  Your membership ensures your eligibil-
ity for recognition as an aeromedical professional,
both through board certification and established
society awards for excellence. There are plenty of

LCDR(s) Rich “Ivan” Folga
NSTI, Human Performance

Training and Technology
DSN: 922-4705

 rvfolga@nomi.med.navy.mil

ways to get involved with the AsPS, including
numerous committee positions both within
AsPS and also representing to and within
AsMA, and all are career enhancing.  With all of
the opportunities membership in both ASMA
and APS provide, if you are not currently an
AsPS member, you should seriously consider
joining.

CDR Joe “Jumpin” Essex
PMA-205

DSN: 757-8110
Joseph.Essex@navy.mil
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LT Ron Schoonover

Leaders, Managers or Physiologists?
by

Capt Hathaway  and Capt (s) McCormack

     The following article was written by then, LTs
Hathaway and McCormack and was published in
the original Aerospace Physiology Journal in
July of 1991.  Reprinted with permission.
     When we raised our right hands, recited the
oath of office, and joined the world’s finest Navy,
did we really think about those obligations and
responsibilities that accompanied this simple
action?  Did you think this was a “job” where you
could be just a physiologist or researcher?  Did
you figure you where a good manager, whatever
that was, and could handle any job?  Or were
you truly looking for one of the most challenging,
exciting, and rewarding “jobs” available?  By
raising that right hand and reciting that oath of
office, you became a Naval Officer.
     The oath we talk about did not cover anything
about research or management or anything
even remotely similar to that.  It talks about
defending the Constitution, having true faith and
allegiance to the Constitution, taking an obliga-
tion freely, and faithfully discharging the duties of
you position.  In reciting those simple words, we
took on the tremendous responsibilities of a
Naval Officer, of defending our country against
enemies foreign and domestic.  A big obligation if
you think about it.
     What could be so hard about being a Naval
Officer?  Most of us probably thought this would
be an easy job.  However, a Naval officer is
expected to be much more than a physiologist,
especially in our case.  First off, he/she is
expected to be a leader and to work with people.
From the very start, we are in positions where
we have to get things accomplished, and we
must be willing to lead people towards that task
accomplishment and attain the goals of the
organization.  A good manager can keep things
running effectively so the job gets done; a true
leader inspires his/her people with a sense of
mission.
     Do we as leaders, instill enthusiasm into our
organization?  Do we excite people toward doing
the best job possible?  Are the troops enthused
about their tasks and work with pride toward
achieving the goals of the organization?  Do we
train our junior officers, share information, pass
along the experience to the “next generation,” or
do we allow them to “figure it out” for them-

selves?  Are the junior officers taught/trained to
be good division officers?  The time spent as a
division officer is vital to develop traits of a good
Naval officer, and senior officers play an impor-
tant role in this development.
     There are all kinds of buzzwords that go
along with being a good leader.  To start with, we
must be professional Naval officers.  We should
not hide under the guise that we are  “medical
types,” and therefore are excused from being
professional Naval officers!  The only way we
are going to get the respect that we deserve
from the line is by being just as professional as
they are (and maybe even better).  We must
look good in uniform and conduct ourselves in a
military manner.  We must get smart on the
traditions and customs of the Navy, know the
history of the Navy and Naval officers.
     We must accept the responsibilities that go
along with our positions.   Along with the respon-
sibilities also comes the accountability for our
actions; be willing to stand for decisions, good or
bad, right or wrong.
     There are many other buzzwords in addition
to leadership.  Integrity, morality, loyalty, courage,
unselfishness, and trustworthiness are just a
few.  What is the status of these words in your
“bag of tricks?”  Are they merely words, or are
they traits you strive to possess?
     Do we look out for our troops? We must be
willing to put the extra effort in writing quality
evals for our people, in writing recommendations
for schooling and other opportunities, and
rewarding our outstanding performers.  Your
troops must respect you and the job you do if
you expect them to perform at the top of their
ability.
     Are we technically competent?  As a commu-
nity we probably are; but are we continuing to
grow professionally?  Does your unit review
pertinent research articles dealing with aero-
space physiology, discuss training techniques,
or review mishap reports?  Our entire commu-
nity must stay abreast of the ever-changing
threats and research being conducted.  As
Admiral Trost said, “Are we the “wallflowers” in
the ballroom of progress?”  We must continually
strive to provide the best training possible,  look
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for the best information we can find and develop
the best information we can to train our fleet
personnel.
     What can happen if there is bad leadership or
not leadership at all?  The examples are so
numerous they could fill volumes.  One of the
worst effects of poor leadership is the bad
influence of the “leader” spreading downhill and
“infecting” the whole organization.   The troops
easily recognize poor leadership, and at times
lose their drive to do more than “just their job.”
How about retention?  A poor leader affects the
Navy’s ability to keep quality people.  Why
should a person stay in the Navy and not get the
support they deserve from their leader?
     We cannot be just physiologists, research-
ers, or “managers.”  In the Navy we must be
leaders and guide the movement of our organi-
zation toward goal accomplishment.  As dis-
cussed earlier, we must be actively involved in
developing our junior people, both officer and
enlisted.  We must take the responsibilities that
goes with becoming a Naval officer.   ARE YOU
A NAVAL OFFICER?

     Let me introduce myself a little bit first since I
forgot to in the first article I wrote for SUSNAP
back in January.   I earned my Bachelors degree
in Exercise Science from Northwestern College
in Iowa.  I followed that with a Masters degree in
Biomechanics from the University of Northern
Colorado.  I then spent a season as an assistant
strength and conditioning coach with the Colo-
rado Rockies.  For the next 2 years following
that I was the head strength coach with Grinnell
College back in Iowa where I was also an
assistant football coach.  I then moved to
Omaha, NE and started a personal training
business focused on one to one training of high
school athletes.  I also worked with a local high
school as strength coach and wellness director
for a year before entering the Navy as a SNAP.

     My background is fairly similar to many other
physiologists in the program who have come
before me.  What has been really encouraging
for me is that many of you that I have had the
opportunity to meet are very active and lead
healthy lifestyles.  So, my question is this.  As
active as many of us are, are we doing all we
can to promote fitness and activity in our fellow
shipmates?  I started thinking about this when I
was TAD in Norfolk for the NAWSTI course but
was prompted to write this article after reading
the message released from VADM Hoewing on
the new focus of the Physical Readiness Pro-
gram.  Here are a several comments that stood
out to me.  “A fit force increases wellness and
productivity.  We must therefore recognize that
physical fitness is best addressed by creating a
culture that promotes healthy lifestyles.”  “We
are holding individuals, as well as commanding
officers accountable for maintaining a fit
lifestyle.”  “The goal is to establish a positive
culture of fitness.”  “Physical readiness is both a
leadership and individual responsibility.”  A quote
in the August 15 printing of Navy Times from a
July 5 interview with former Chief of Naval
Operations Adm. Clark had him stating, “The
Navy didn’t have a climate of fitness, only a
climate of the fitness test.”

Capt(s) “Wild” Bill McCormack
NSTI, DET EAST OIC

DSN: 564-1329

wpmccormack@mar.med.navy.mil

Capt Gail “Jane” Hathaway
OIC, NEPMU-6

DSN: 315-473-0555
hathaway@nepmu6.med.navy.mil

PT - Good for You,
Good for Me

by
LTjg Daniel Immeker
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CDR Rick Mason

     My goal for this article is simply to spark
some creative thought processes on developing
and implementing effective fitness programs.  In
my experience within the field of strength and
conditioning I have tested and played around
with many ideas in order to see what motivates
the best and produces the most efficient results.
As instructors we all know that motivation is a
crucial key.  We need to motivate those we
instruct that what we have to teach is vitally
important to them and their career.  If we don’t,
they won’t get anything from the training.  The
same is true in the realm of fitness.  Motivation
fuels the fire.  We can use the same techniques
we use to motivate students in survival training
to motivate ourselves in physical fitness training.
     What is the first question we need to answer
as instructors?  Why is this training important?
First and foremost we need to know ourselves
and convey to others why fitness training is so
important.  An entire article could be devoted to
the importance of physical fitness and I think
most of us understand that part of it.  What I
want to do is offer some ideas as to how to
motivate those sailors that need a little more
push as well as promote an overall culture of
fitness within commands.
     One of the most effective things I ever did
with the teams I worked with was to post results
from testing as well as for attendance.  The
players wanted to be recognized when doing
well and they wanted others to know it too.  They
also wanted to see who was putting in the time
and who wasn’t, and that usually reflected on
those individuals testing results.  It would be
quite simple to post some sort of chart in the
spaces where everyone in the unit kept track of
their physical training on a day-to-day basis.
This has a two-fold benefit.  First of all, with
recording daily training, each individual will be
keeping a workout journal.  This is very impor-
tant in mapping progress as well as allowing you
to see what you have accomplished.  Secondly,
when it’s recorded where everyone will see, it
“usually” motivates them to pick up their training.
     In time I found that maintaining a training
chart alone wasn’t effective enough in motivating
everyone.  Some just didn’t care if people knew
they were lazy.  So I began to implement con-
tests.  Every year I held an off-season contest
and rewarded those individuals that performed
the best in specific areas.  The reward that

became the most coveted was the “Most Im-
proved Award”.  Making continued improvements
was always the most highly rewarded.  I held
weekly contests as well in order to earn extra
points toward reaching their off-season goal.
     I think we can use these same ideas within
our units and/or squadrons.  We can hold a
quarterly contest of some variety.  For example,
hold an ultra marathon, where the goal is to run
100 miles by the end of the quarter.  That comes
out to about 8 miles a week.  That will be easy
for some and difficult for others.  The goal is to
have a different contest each quarter, or even
monthly, that will challenge everyone differently.
You could hold a duathlon or triathlon by includ-
ing a couple different activities such as swim-
ming and/or cycling.  Create some kind of swim
contest or 5K run for the entire unit.  What about
having a goal of pushups and sit-ups to be
accomplished each week, month, or quarter?
Tony Richter, whom I sure we all know, began a
monthly challenge at the Aviation Water Survival
Training pool in Pensacola this past July.  They
have a physical challenge set for one day of
each month.  Some of those challenges are 200
pull-ups in a day, or 500 push-ups in a day, done
in sets or a pyramid type workout.  Some of his
other ideas are to hold a long swim, a long run,
or a combination of any.
     The goal is not only to accomplish a difficult
challenge individually, but also together as a
staff.  I believe it’s important to make it challeng-
ing and fun at the same time and I think that that
can be better accomplished by maintaining a
social aspect to it.  By infusing a social aspect
you will create an atmosphere of encourage-
ment as well as accountability.  In my opinion,
those are two of the most important factors in
creating a culture of fitness.
     These are only a few ideas, and I’m sure that
many of you have some excellent ideas as well.
What we have to do is find the most effective
way to implement them to our specific troops.  I
really enjoy hearing new ideas so please email
or call me with your thoughts and responses.

Article Edited by LCDR(s) Meredith Yeager

LTjg Daniel Immeker
NSTI, Pensacola, FL
DSN: 922-2835
DLImmeker@nomi.med.navy.mil
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     “Come on, it’s your turn to slide down the
ladder rails. I’ll hold your water bottle.  Every self
respecting Sailor on the ship does it.”  Those
encouraging words are just a sample of LT
“Meat” Peterson’s willingness to teach an intern
the ropes.  Other lessons learned were how to
hunt a wild pig, make chocolate milk, handle a
very-spirited group of hornet drivers, and own
the weight room!  Meat invited me out on the
USS THEODORE ROOSEVELT (CVN-71) for
PRC-112B1 and QuickDraw2 training to gain
some valuable experience in the AMSO world.
Thanks to LT Corey “Stuart” Littel, I was pre-
pared for the PRC-112B1 brief.  I went to
Oceana a couple days early to meet with Meat
(no pun intended) and make sure I truly under-
stood the Hook system.  The next hurdle was
walking on the ship with the correct protocol.
Luckily, we ran into our liaison in CAG Ops on
the pier.  He directed us to the officer stairs and
told us who to salute and what to say.  With the
hard part out of the way, we next had to find our
rooms.  This was my first attempt to navigate on
the ship.  After an hour of wandering the pas-
sageways, we located Meat’s 57-man birthing
area.  I was assigned to a six-man stateroom
with five roommates with whom communication
was limited to “Out of my way, I’m going to
sleep.”  I was so happy to finally hit the rack that
first night and we hadn’t even left the beach.
The next morning the first man overboard drill
took place.  I knew where I was supposed to go,
I just would have never made it if it were not for
Meat.  Not surprisingly, we were together in the
wardroom when the drill took place.
     We were underway to brief eight squadrons
on the PRC-112B1 radio and a couple squad-
rons on the Quickdraw2.  The first full day we
were there, the only person we briefed was the
CAG Ops CSAR (Combat Search and Rescue)
Rep, who would be in charge of the CSAR event
for COMPTUEX.  The brief times with each
squadron were supposed to be set-up through
CAG Ops, but we found it helped ease the load
and miscommunication to just personally go to
each squadron and try to get on their ready
room schedule.  Apparently, COMPTUEX is
supposed to have no-flys scheduled in for such

training, but all squadrons were in the middle of
conducting their carrier qualifications (CQs).
Therefore, I think it was strategically a little more
difficult to brief every squadron, especially
because of crew rest considerations.

     Meat briefed the first squadron, and I then
made my ready room debut with HS-4, hoping
the helo bubbas really were the nice guys.
However, right in the middle of my presentation,
the ship’s Commanding Officer (CO) came over
the 1MC, and my only option was to hang out in
front of the ready room.  For five minutes (an
eternity) I waited in front of twenty-some pilots
and aircrew, doing my best not to step on the
squadron logo located on the floor.  The brief to
VFA-15, the Valions, required some on-the-spot
adaptation as well.  Luckily, it was Meat’s turn to
give the brief.  It was at night and we didn’t
capture the whole squadron, but we did have the
squadron CO and the Deputy Commander Air
Group (DCAG).  They set the tone initially - and it
wasn’t a serious one.  As I’m sure all AMSOs
have experienced during the text messaging
section of the brief, the squadron lost a few
years in maturity.  Several messages were sent
graphically describing my noteworthy appear-
ance.  After awhile, Meat even received some
compliments.  Meat impressively handled the
difficult situation, but it was all at my expense.

CVN-71/CVW 8 Radio Training
by

LT Cynthia Seegers
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     It became pretty apparent by the evening that
we were not going to be able to brief every
squadron.  So Meat started offering to stay
longer in order to make sure everyone would
receive the radio training.  I remembered back to
Corey’s advice- make sure the first thing you do
when you get on the boat is ensure you have a
way off the boat!  Extending our stay was more
than likely going to break that rule!  The CSAR
event was only a couple days away and the
squadrons would need the training by then (or at
least the squadrons with the QUICKDRAW2s).
We opted to tape the training at the Carrier
Intelligence Center (CVIC) and had it played
periodically in the ready rooms.  We had to tape
both the PRC-112B1 and QuickDraw2 briefs.
Although Meat would have the best voice for
both briefs, he insisted that I record the PRC-
112B1 brief for the experience.  I’m thankful now
for the opportunity.

     Finally our day to COD off had come!  I woke
up and went to the cardio room of the ship (all by
myself) to get one last workout in.  Of course
our flight was delayed, but after much waiting,
we finally boarded the Greyhound.  All the horror
stories I had heard of the COD flight were
running through my head as we sat on the deck
waiting for launch.  Finally we heard the “here
we go,” and I braced for the cat shot.  The only
good thing about getting myself all worked up
was that the actual cat shot was not bad at all.
Soon we were airborne and making our way
back to the beach.  Meat used the time efficiently
by seeing which of us could hold our breath the
longest (nice guy, weird games).  I won with a
time of just over 2 minutes!

     I would like to take this opportunity to person-
ally thank all the AMSOs out there who have
offered their time and expertise to mentor the
junior folk.  Most notably LT Linderman, LT
Hauerstein, LT Little, LT Peterson, LT Lando and
LT Schoonover.  Every AMSO should be recog-
nized for going above and beyond by mentoring
interns in our community.  One last question for
the experts- when should I expect to find my sea
pay on my LES?

LT Cynthia Seegers
ASTC Patuxent River

DSN: 342-1514
caseegers@us.med.navy.mil

Article Edited by LT Sean Lando
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Naval Aerospace
Physiologist Program

 Subject Matter Expert Updates

Fatigue & Fatigue
Countermeasures

and Advanced Training
Techniques

Fatigue & Fatigue Countermeasures.  I’m
looking for someone to take over as the SME for
Fatigue.  As a full-time student in educational
technology, I’ll be completely out of the loop on
this topic.  I recommend a hard-charging AMSO
with some expertise in sleep and fatigue take it
on.  If you’ve been to the NASA Ames Fatigue
Countermeasures course, you’ve probably got
more than enough knowledge to qualify as a
SME.

Advanced Training Technologies.  This topic
rolls right into my PhD studies, so I’ll stick with it.

The web site of the New Media Consortium
(NMC) has some interesting information for
those of you interested in technology and in-
struction — http://www.nmc.org/.  The NMC is a
non-profit organization composed of 200 leading
colleges, universities, corporations, and other
learning-focused organizations dedicated to the
exploration and use of new media and new
technologies.  The consortium’s mission is to
“serve as a catalyst for the development of new
applications of technology to support learning.”
NMC puts out a very nice annual report call The
Horizon Report that discusses emerging tech-
nologies with the potential to become very
important to education over the few years.
Although much of this report is focused on
Higher Education, it contains some very useful
insight into educational technologies that will
likely impact learning within all organizations
(including the Navy and Marine Corps).  The
report can be downloaded at http://
www.nmc.org/pdf/2005_Horizon_Report.pdf.

As a side note, I recently used a device in class
called a Personal Response System (PRS),

which might be useful in our NASTP class-
rooms.  A PRS is basically a remote control that
allows students to anonymously answer ques-
tions posed by the instructor.  The system then
displays a graph of student answers to the entire
class.  It’s a great way to engage your learners
and might even be effective in “waking up” some
of our less-than-motivated aviators.  Although
the research on its effectiveness for improving
learning is inconclusive, there is some evidence
that it’s a very good device for improving the
instructor’s ability to assess the class (i.e., it
improves the instructor’s SA).  This is not really
a new device, but it fits in well with some of the
e-classroom initiatives currently underway in
“Big Navy.”  More information on this system,
also called an audience or classroom response
system, can be found at the following web site
— http://www.uctltc.org/news/2004/03/ars.php.

NUTRITION

     Greetings!  First of all, I’d like to congratulate
and thank LCDR Prevost as the outgoing Nutri-
tion, Supplements, and related Over The
Counter Products (NSOTC) SME for doing such
a great job.  Your hard work and initiative is
greatly appreciated.  I’d like to take this opportu-
nity to announce a couple of changes coming to
the NSOTC world.  I’m very excited to announce
that the NAMI supplement policy is in the initial
revision stages with a target release date of

LCDR Tony “Gu” Artino
FTOST, UCONN

COMM: (860) 460-1470
        anthony.artino_jr@uconn.edu
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SUSNAP

CDR Andrews receiving the Meritorious
Service Medal in the Oval Office.

     Nitrogen oxide is a gas byproduct of arginine
catabolism and is necessary for normal physi-
ological function.  It is as a VERY short term
hemodilator.  The NOx2, NO2, TekNO2, or NP2
(depending on who you buy it from) SUPPLE-
MENT comes in a tablet form that is digested
and as a result releases excess nitrogen oxide
that is above and beyond the body’s physiologi-
cal homeostasis requirements.
     Their main claim to
fame is that it prolongs
hemodilation (claims to
for up to 10 hours) and
creates huge gains in
muscle mass and
shortens recovery
times because of the
increased musculature
blood flow.  However,
there isn’t any credible
scientific evidence
supporting the claims.
Even if there is greater
blood flow to the mus-

     Contraindications associated with any
hemodilatory substance are obvious, and are
especially worrisome for the TACAIR commu-
nity.  They will be manifested out as: fatigue/
weakness, increased heart rate under stress,
decreased G tolerance (both resting and the
ability to perform the AGSM), etc.  It is possible
to have an arginine overdose, which will most
likely be manifested as diarrhea or gastrointesti-
nal cramping.  This occurs because the diges-
tive system does not have a sufficient amount of
enzymes to handle the suddenly high load of
arginine being consumed.

NAMI supplement classification: C (Not
authorized)

     Please let me know if you have any further
questions on nitrous oxide.  I am also asking for
you to send me any NSOTC questions you field
in your day to day activities and I will post them
on the website and answer them to the best of
my ability.  The NSOTC SME site is maintained
solely for your benefit and the benefit of those
you support.  If there is something else you
would like to see, please contact me.

early next year.  On the Navy Medicine Online
NASTP SME site, a “supplement spotlight” will
be created and posted that will highlight a
particular “hot” supplement.  The spotlight will
include supplement anecdotal claims, basic
physiology related to the claim, scientific re-
search results, and real or potential adverse
effects.  The first spotlight will be on nitrous
oxide.

LT Jon Champine
ASTC Miramar
DSN: 267-4164

champinejd@miramar.usmc.mil

culature, it doesn’t necessarily translate into
better performance.  Anecdotal “studies” have
shown an increase in lean body mass without
corresponding increases in strength.  A con-
tinual “pump” is also felt because the muscles
are constantly gorged with stagnant blood.

Blast From
The Past #3

This one may be a little more difficult given that
he is presently retired.  Who am I kidding, without
quesiton, that’s LCDR (ret) Brian Swan, pictured
here as ENS Swan in class 85001.  Thank You
for your conitnued dedication to the Navy and our
Program.

Article Edited by LCDR(s) Rich Folga
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Blast from the Past #2.....
                Any Ideas?

Blast from the Past #1.....
          Any Guesses?

Volume VI, Issue 2, Sep 2005

BY-LAWS OF THE

SOCIETY OF U.S. NAVAL AEROSPACE PHYSIOLOGISTS

Article I.

Name

The name of this Society shall be the Society of U. S. Naval Aerospace Physiologists.

Article II.

Object

1.  The object of this Society shall be to advance the science, art, and practice of Aerospace
Physiology and its application to Naval Aviation and the mission of the U.S. Navy; to foster
professional development of its members and enhance the practice of Aerospace Physiology
within the Navy; to strengthen professional and fraternal ties; and to optimize solidarity and the
professional standing of U.S. Naval Aerospace Physiologists.

Article III.

Membership

1.  The membership of the Society will consist of those U.S. Navy Medical Service Corps
officers who have been designated U.S. Naval Aerospace Physiologists, and all others who
shall meet the qualifications of various types of membership as set forth in the By-laws of the
Society.

2.  General membership in the Society shall be open to all designated U.S. Naval Aerospace
Physiologists:

     a.  Who are currently on active duty with the U.S. Navy.

     b.  Who have served at least 2 years of active duty with the U.S. Navy as Aerospace Physi-
ologists, and were separated under honorable conditions, or

     c.  Who are members of the U.S. Naval Reserve in a selected or inactive status.

3.  Charter members shall be those members joining the Society prior to 01 July 2000.

4.  Members have the right to seek and hold office in the Society; to nominate and vote for
officers; to initiate and vote on constitutional amendments and changes to the By-laws; and
have such other rights and privileges as are set forth in the By-laws of the Society.  Members
have the obligation of service to and financial support of the Society.

5.  Membership shall be of the following classes:

a.  Members.  Those individuals meeting the above qualifications, but not eligible for Emeri-
tus status (as defined below) shall be considered members of the Society upon application for
membership and payment of the first year’s dues.
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Top (L to R): LT Corpus, LT(jg) Marryman,
LT Landis, and LT(jg) Clifford.
 Front (L to R): LT’s Seegers,

Turcotte and Campbell.

SUSNAP

Article VIII.

Nominations and Elections

1.  Nominating Committee.  The Nominating Committee shall consist of the President of the
Society, and 2 members of the Board of Governors.

a.  Membership on the Nominating Committee shall be for 1 year.

b.  Members of the Nominating Committee may themselves be nominated by the Commit-
tee for election to an office within the Society; however, prior to being placed on the ballot,
such a nominee must be approved by a simple majority of the Board of Governors.

2.  Nomination.  The Nominating Committee shall select at least 2 but no more than 3 nomi-
nees for each office to be filled at the next election (if available), taking into consideration the
length of terms for current Members-at-Large of the Board, and any requirements specified in
Article IV. Nominated individuals must verify their willingness to serve in office prior to finaliza-
tion of the ballot.  Individuals may be elected to only 1 office.

c.  Procedures

(1)  Prior to the next scheduled annual membership meeting, the Nominating Committee
will submit to the Secretary/Treasurer the names of nominees for the various offices to be
filled.

(2)  The Secretary/Treasurer shall ensure that the nominees are members/Emeritus mem-
bers of the Society in good standing, and that the Board of Governors has approved any
nominee who is also a member of the Nominating Committee.

 (3)  The Secretary/Treasurer shall prepare a ballot listing the names of nominees, as well
as space for write-in vote’s equivalent to the number of officers to be elected, and shall mail
such ballot to all members prior to the annual membership meeting.

3.  Election.  Ballots shall be returned to the Secretary/Treasurer by mail (or e-mail) or by hand
prior to a time announced by the President and/or on the ballot.    Prior to the announced close
of voting, a member may request the return of a previously submitted ballot, so that a substitute
new ballot may be submitted.  Following the close of voting, the Nominating Committee shall
count the ballots and certify the results to the President who shall announce them as soon as
possible.

4.  Criteria for Election

a.  The incumbent President shall vote only in the event of a tie for any office.

 b.  The nominee with the greatest number of votes for each office is considered the elected
officer.  Whenever more than 1 officer is being elected to Member-at-Large status, those
receiving the highest number of votes will be considered elected in sequence to the number of
vacating offices.
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Article IX.

Dues

1.  Annual membership dues, for all dues-paying classification of members, is $10.00.  Life-
time membership is $200.00 for Members, and $100.00 for Emeritus Members.  Dues, once
paid, are non-refundable.  Back dues to cover periods of non-membership shall not be re-
quired.

2.  Changes to dues, and special assessments, may be levied and be effective immediately
by simple majority vote of all members casting a mail ballot or a majority of voting members
voting at the annual meeting where a quorum is present.

3.  Annual dues are due by the close of the annual business meeting. Members who fall more
than 1 year in arrears in dues will be suspended from the Society.

Article X.

Finances

1.  Funds shall consist of annual dues and assessments as determined by the Society, other
fees received by the Society, and such income as may be derived from interest, donations,
and other sources.

2.  The fiscal year shall begin on the first day of the calendar year.

Article XI.

Conduct of Meetings

1.  In all matters not covered by these By-laws, the provisions of Robert’s Rules of Order shall
apply.

Article XII.

Amendments

1.  Proposed amendments to the By-laws require the endorsement of 10 or more members, or
two-thirds majority of the Board of Governors.

2.  All proposed amendments then will be submitted to the general membership of the Society
for ratification.  Ordinarily, the business of ratification will take place at the annual meeting;
however, a mail (or  e-mail) vote may be taken on urgent issues, with the approval of a majority
of the Board of Governors.
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